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FUN IN THE SUN WITH BIDEN & TRUMP

As the most prolific publication on campus, I took it upon myself to give 
some unwanted commentary on the debate Tuesday night in case you 
weren’t able to tune in, and let me just tell you: it was intense.

9:05 There was no handshake or any greeting which I was bummed about

9:06 Biden welcomed the room with open hands and a “how you doin man?”. 
Trump has no vavavoom when walking on stage...he does NOT look happy to be 
there

9:08 When asked about the if Trump was going to fill the supreme court seat he 
says, “Elections have consequences,” and uh yeah man we could’ve told you that

9:09 Biden says thank you for the coordination of event BEFORE Trump, this 
basically felt like Biden giving Trump the middle finger

9:14 We got some great quotes like, “I am the moderator of this debate,” which I 
will definitely throw around in a fight sometime

9:16 Trump will be happy to tell you how much he LOVES drugs. Apparently, he 
can get insulin so cheap it’s like water (@Emma Rutherford this is great news for 
you)

9:21 Biden’s line of the night, “Will you just shut up, man?!” ...sick!

9:24 Okay rewatch this part Biden has an Owen Wilson rhythym here

9:26 awwww Trump complains about getting bad press, poor baby 

9:29 Trump’s brilliant idea of injecting yourself with bleach was brought up 
again (this was like seeing an old friend)

9:38 The first time we get to hear Trump call COVID-19 the “China Plague” :(

Continued on back...
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I wanna lick 
Biden’s 
veneers 

(& toes) <3

Staff “Bets I put on the Debate” Box

-Betsy Wagner, Sophomore Editor

DID NO ONE DRINK WATER THE 
WHOLE TIME?!?!! (OR AM I JUST TRIPPIN)

9:48 When asked about jobs, Trump says “half of the companies will leave,” un-
der Biden...like ok

9:49 The Big Brain moment of the night was when Trump told Biden that “You’re 
the number 2”

9:50 Some good word play from Biden:  “art of the deal, art of the steal” *snaps*

9:52 Biden breaks the fourth wall for the gazillionth time of the night but this time 
to tell you how much your family matters <3 Call your fam xoxo

10:10 Trump refuses to CONDEMN white supremacy WTF

10:18 The fact that Trump thinks forest maintenance is the problem is so so so so 
stupid when it comes to talking about the California fires ALKSJFKLASJFLKSD

10:29 Biden spits some facts, “VOTE VOTE VOTE YOU DETERMINE THE 
ELECTION”

10:37 Probably my favorite moment of the whole night, Trump says, “bad things 
happen in Philadelphia,” which I think is a shout out to It’s Always Sunny

FINAL MUSINGS This debate was honestly a hot mess and did nothing to help 
convince voters who were undecided so I’m kind of bummed about that. Please 
register to vote if you haven’t, this election is SO important. If you are normally 
not into politics please suck it up this once and vote, god damnit! 


